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Who We Are

You can find a bit about who we are on our website, also about our innovative home,
and how it came about, in this case study at Arts Council England and about our
renowned library in the blog by DCMS’s library team.

Above all, Storyhouse is a creative city community. A diverse, progressive cultural
organisation, our new home is one of the country’s most successful new cultural
buildings. It is one of the UK’s most visited cultural attractions, with over 1m visits per
year, and is a community hub and combined arts producer.

Our library attracts international recognition and is known for seamless integration -
there are no doors and it boasts the longest opening hours of any UK public library.
Visits are roughly split a third each, between event attendances (including 201k
tickets), library users, and participation. We provided 3,400 free theatre tickets for
children and offered 2,552 sessions for marginalised groups, also 477 youth group
sessions. We enjoyed the support of 27k volunteer hours; and 1,328 different
individuals involved in making our work. Grosvenor Park Open Air Theatre, which we
founded in 2010, is the UK’s largest regional open-air theatre welcoming over 25,000
each summer. 

 
We have become an essential part of the region’s
cultural landscape, a place of safety and support,
especially for younger participants, somewhere they
can reimagine their place in the world. 128
community groups use us as a base for creative
activity each month, including LBGTQ+, disability
groups, refugee integration, mental health support
and groups combating social exclusion by age. 
We work extensively with young people, a youth
theatre, young company, young leaders programme
and a schools' partnership. We work with local
partners to ensure we are reaching people that are
hardest to reach.
Our hashtag is #thishouseisyourhouse and this
philosophy runs through everything we do.

 

storyhouse.com

http://www.storyhouse.com/
https://www.artscouncil.org.uk/building-excellence-cultural-sector-storyhouse
https://dcmslibraries.blog.gov.uk/2018/07/06/storyhouse-how-an-innovative-library-has-energized-the-life-of-a-cultural-hub/


A Flourishing Cultural Community
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We are the largest
cultural charity in our part
of the North West and are
a substantial and
successful combined arts
producer, investing
£2.09m in direct
production, over half of
that in freelance artist
contracts alone. We
support 215fte jobs
including 68fte via direct
employment, 34fte others
in the freelance economy
and have an overall
economic impact of
£21.9m. £11m in 19-20 was
spent in the local
economy. 

Local community groups we work with include local
LBGTQ+ and disability groups, refugee integration
and support groups, mental health support groups,
groups combatting social exclusion by age, creative
groups for young people left behind by education
and social systems, and foster carers. Diverse
communities freely access opportunities to
participate in, the advancement of the debates we
begin on our stages, across the library, cinema,
Garret theatre and our restaurant The Kitchen. 
Young Storyhouse is a collective of groups for young
people (aged 5-25) at Storyhouse that meet for
regular sessions to provide young people with real-
life experience in the arts and libraries, as well as
supporting them in gaining new skills, building
friendships, and achieving qualifications. 
Our building incorporates best practice in accessible
design and recent surveys of our audiences show
that 11% of our visitors in 19/20 were living with a
disability. We programme accessible performances
on all our produced shows and offer relaxed cinema
screenings in our cinema. We work with groups
across the borough including Dementia Action
Alliance, Age UK and Cheshire 

storyhouse.com
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We’ve made something ...

Moving On...

…..our sector has strived for but found elusive – a true cultural hub that combines community
relevance and artistic excellence.  At the heart of that is one of Europe’s most exciting new
libraries, and a community that genuinely has control of much of our work. It’s not surprising
then that we think that every city should have one! – and we’ve love to work to make that the
case.  We’ve already helped others spread the word including at Cultura A&Zo in Nootdorp
who have followed that simple concept – a great library, with great art attached.

We are also diversifying the way Storyhouse Originals makes productions on our various
stages. Our earlier journey established a reputation for quality, now we are developing even
deeper partnerships with friends and associates to help further our strategic aims and make
work increasingly relevant to our communities. These include investing in R&D with resident
associate Fallen Angels, new touring productions with producing partners New Earth Theatre,
and with innovative regular touring producers Gekko.

When we began to stream our
work online during the pandemic
it became clear to us that, as an
ambitious cultural producer in a

small city, yet with a national
profile, that a clear digital

strategy for the next three years
can help expand geographic

reach. So, we have made that a
key part of our new journey. This

means that we will be able to
platform Storyhouse Women,
Storyhouse Queer, disability

festival Kaleidoscope, children’s
literature festival Wayword and

others to a worldwide audience. 
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We're expanding....

Moving On..

........the range of high-quality creative
opportunities for children and young

people over the next 3 years both inside
and outside of formal education settings.

With an enhanced education
programme, our Young Company, and

Young Leaders will see us work with the
most vulnerable young people. Our

ambition in supporting more
disadvantaged young people, is to

establish Young Leaders groups in new
locations.We will also continue to provide

accessible pathways for diverse
emerging practitioners and socially
excluded young people, to enter our
professional performing companies
and creative teams - leading to
trainee actor and director positions,
creative roles and backstage jobs.
We’ll also be making quality theatre
for primary schools and will be
touring regularly to education
settings and libraries across the
region, in part as a result of our
ingrained relationship with the local
library service.
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We are looking for up to 4 new Trustees to join us to help lead the
company through an important phase in our evolution.

We strive to have an exciting, broad range of voices on our Board,
people who share our values and vision and who can bring their
varying life experiences and skills to our work. 

In dialogue with our existing Trustees, we have identified the below
desirable skill sets and attributes which we feel are important
areas of growth in our ambitious programme of work, and to best
balance our governance model.

We value both your lived experience and your perspective, as
much as professional experience. It may be that you can bring one,
or more than one, of the areas of experience we are looking for. 
 It's not an exclusive list so don't be put off. We're also looking for
personal attributes to compliment our existing board and create
an effective team.

What We Are Looking For
 

No previous board experience is
necessary, We will provide
training and support. 

Sectors in which you may have
experience – either
professionally or as a
beneficiary - include culture
and the arts, libraries,
education, young people’s
programmes, community
engagement, and charities,
health and wellbeing. 
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Lived experience of disability* 
LGBTQ+ communities
Wider socio-economic backgrounds reflecting our work with traditional
working-class communities

We have a wonderfully diverse and engaged board, you can find out more
about us here. However, we are actively encouraging applications from,
those with:
 

Personal Attributes

Innovative thinkers
Risk takers / confident to take risks where worthwhile
Methodical / detail & data driven / analytical 
Committed to collaborative working
Resolution focussed 

Following discussion with our existing Trustees,we would love to see some of
the following:

storyhouse.com

*we offer candidates a Guaranteed
Interview as defined in the Disability

Confident Scheme
 
 

We welcome trustees from
outside the region and
outside the UK assuming they
are eligible to undertake the
role. Meetings are mostly in-
person but always include
the option to attend
remotely.

https://www.storyhouse.com/governance
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Charity Management / Charity Governance

We would love insight from someone at a senior level in a similar size
charity, in a similar or related field. 

Finance & Accountancy 
A professional financial background, particularly useful if from a charity
sector background. 

Marketing & Sales 
This is a key area of development for us, and we may well benefit from
further sales and marketing perspective

Fundraising
We are looking to strengthen our charity fundraising expertise at board
level, with a particular focus on fundraising strategy and social
investment.

Safeguarding & Mental Health
We work extensively with young people and vulnerable communities,
both might be better represented on our board

Retail / Commercial operational management
To assist with our growing commercial and operational portfolio

Participants and Communities
Representation from our user base and community beneficiaries or
similar backgrounds

Artists and Artistic Leaders
From any discipline, not necessarily relating directly to our work

Skills and Professional / Lived Experience
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Role and Responsibilities
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The role of the Board of Trustees is to provide good governance and leadership and
to oversee the strategic direction of the organisation, in line with charitable
objectives and as required by law. Trustees bring a range of skills and experience
which ensure that this role can be carried out effectively.

Status of the Role                             Voluntary Trustee
Board meetings:                                Six per year, plus ad hoc meetings through the year
Committees                                        At least 1 committee / working group encouraged
Trading subsidiary                           Appointment as a director to a trading subsidiary

Duration of Term                              Fixed 3-year with option to stand for second term
Board composition                          Up to 14 trustees including a Young Trustee 
Remuneration                                    Reasonable out of pocket expenses

Conflicts of Interest                        Managed under our conflict of interest policy
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For an informal discussion, opportunites to meet the team informally,  or

support with the application process, please contact our HR Manager, Emma

Hutt on emma.hutt@storyhouse.com

How to Apply

storyhouse.com

Applicants are asked to submit a document (one side of A4)
expressing interest in the role and a CV demonstrating relevant
experience online at www.storyhouse.com/....

 

Applications should be submitted on or before midnight Friday 30th
September. Interviews will be held in early October and
appointments made at our AGM on 18th November. 

http://www.storyhouse.com/xxx

